Spanish Heritage Language Education
Online Lecture Series
2022-23

Dr. Elena Foulis
Culturally responsive pedagogy: A path towards inclusive excellence in heritage language education
Tuesday Oct. 18 5:30 pm EDT

Dr. Claudia Holguín Mendoza
Critical language awareness and critical sociocultural linguistic literacy for Spanish heritage language programs: Implementing a complete curriculum
Tuesday Nov. 1 4:30 pm EST

Dr. Netta Avineri
Cultivating a language and social justice praxis: Reflection, dialogue, and action for social change
Wednesday Feb. 22 4:30 pm EST

Dr. AnaLouise Keating
Invitational Pedagogies for Transformation
Monday March 27 4:30 pm EDT

Open to the public
Advance registration required:
http://to.gmu.edu/shle-lectures

Hosted by George Mason's Graduate Certificate in Spanish Heritage Language Education

For more information, contact Dr. Jennifer Leeman: jleeman@gmu.edu